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years later, 40 Lion Guardians now
patrol 4200 square kilometres. Lion
Guardians track lion movements and
warn herders which areas to avoid;
they also reinforce Maasai bomas
(livestock corrals) and bring home
herders and livestock lost in the bush.
But a generation of Maasai warriors
has willingly turned its back on killing
lions for far more than a salary; the
most original element of the Lion
Guardian scheme is its appropriation
of traditional Maasai values.
Where Maasai warriors once
proved their courage, garnered prestige and displayed their readiness to
protect their communities by engaging in hand-to-hand combat with
lions, they now perform a similar role
by preventing conﬂict before it occurs
and staring down those eager to kill
lions; in the past three years, Lion
Guardians have helped stop 133 lionhunting parties.
Just how much courage is required
to stand between angry Maasai bent
on revenge and the lions they wish to
kill became apparent in July last year
when a local Maasai man was seriously
injured by a buffalo.
When the Maasai felt that their
complaints to the local wildlife authorities were ignored, they entered the
park and began spearing buffaloes and
elephants. At the height of the tensions, local Maasai leaders warned
that any Lion Guardians who
remained on duty would be beaten.
With the Lion Guardians supposedly out of the way, young Maasai
warriors launched no fewer than 40
hunting parties. But the Lion Guardians were ready.
‘‘Each Lion Guardian had his own
creative technique to stop hunts,’’ Dr
Hazzah would later report. ‘‘The shy
ones would pretend they were gathering with their peers to hunt lions and,
once integrated within the group,
would lead the warriors in the opposite
direction of the lions.
‘‘Others were telling their peers that
the lions with radio collars have a camera attached to it that will take pictures and automatically send them to
the Kenyan authorities. On one speciﬁc hunt ﬁve Lion Guardians came
together and while dodging buffalo
and elephant stampedes used traditional mitigation techniques to convince the new warriors to turn back to
their homes.’’
Alongside courage, prestige and the
protection of communities, ‘‘naming’’
is one of the more important pillars of
Maasai identity.
‘‘Traditionally when a warrior kills
their ﬁrst lion they are given a lion
name that they will have forever. Now
they track a lion and it becomes
theirs,’’ Hazzah says.
‘‘They name the lion, sometimes
with the name of a respected elder.
Naming has been far more important
than we ever imagined. Now we actually see Maasai communities mourning lions, because each lion now has a
name and a story.’’
It was Saitoti who named Nosieki.
She was ‘‘his’’ lion. ‘‘Killing lions is
what I grew up with,’’ Saitoti says.
There once was nothing quite like
the feeling of returning home after a
successful lion hunt, the hero of the
hour. And yet, Saitoti is clearly griefstricken.
‘‘I feel Nosieki’s loss deeply. I looked
after her and protected her. There
is a very deep connection between
the Guardians and the lions we
name. This connection can only be
compared to the bond between
best friends, or the feelings you
have for your best cows.’’

‘‘What do the younger murrans say
when you tell them to stop killing
lions?’’
‘‘They say that it’s easy for me to say
these things because I had my time
killing lions. And of course they still
have this ambition to kill, to prove that
they are murran. But they will listen to
me because I have killed. I was a traditional murran to the hilt. Now they see
me on the other side, and how I will do
anything to protect my lions.’’
He pauses, drawing circles in the
sand with his spear. ‘‘There used to be
so many lions when I was younger. We
almost wiped them out.’’
On my last morning among the Lion
Guardians, Hazzah, Saitoti and a carful of one-time warriors took me out
into the hardscrabble lands where the
Lion Guardians operate. The rains
were yet to fall and the land was the
tawny colour of marginal lands everywhere in Africa; livestock stirred up
the dust beyond the thorns.
For hours we tracked one of the
largest prides to be seen in the area in
decades using a mixture of scientiﬁc
endeavour (radio receivers) and oldfashioned Maasai know-how (scouring
the sand for footprints). Close to midday we found ourselves alongside an
untidy pile of 11 lions, including cubs,
under a tree.
The survival of such a large pride of
lions beyond the protection of a
national park is extremely unusual.
Out here where lions and other predators lead furtive lives dodging those
who would kill them, lions have
learned that large groups make for an
easy target. That they had
remained together now for
some months was a key
indication that the Lion
Guardians scheme is
working.
And there are others.
In 2011, for the ﬁrst
time since the program began, every
adult lioness in the
areas patrolled by
Lion Guardians
had cubs, and
new nomadic
males began
migrating
into the
area: sure
signs that
the lion
population
was rebounding.
The statistics, too, tell a
compelling
story. In 2012, Lion
Guardians successfully tracked down 92 per
cent of lost livestock,
more than 11,500 cows in
total. They also helped to
reinforce nearly 351
Maasai bomas, 92 per cent
of which were never breached again by lions.
In the ﬁve years to 2012,
three lions were killed
in areas where Lion
Guardians were
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operating. During the same period, in
surrounding areas where the program
was not in operation, the Maasai killed
90 lions.
‘‘Lion Guardians is one of the most
important answers to lion conservation that I’ve seen,’’ says Dr Luke
Hunter, president of Panthera whose
funding of the program has been critical to the program’s success.
‘‘There’s no doubt it has turned the
tide for the Amboseli lions, and it has
terriﬁc potential to do the same for
lions in large parts of savannah
Africa.’’
To that end, in 2012 the Lion Guardian program began expanding, the ultimate test of whether the principles
that have succeeded in southern
Kenya have wider application. One of
these sites surrounds Ruaha National
Park in southern Tanzania, home not
to the Maasai but to the Barabaig, not
to mention the second-largest lion
population in Africa.
‘‘Half of Africa’s lion population is in
Tanzania, and one of the most important populations is in Ruaha,’’ Hazzah
says. ‘‘The lands around the park –
that will be the test for us. It’s a new
cultural context, a different government. During the ﬁrst week of our
recent visit to Ruaha, the Barabaig
killed seven lions.’’
Whether or not the Lion Guardian
idea ﬁnds currency beyond
Maasailand remains to be seen. But as
we ﬁnally pulled away from the pride,
it was the reaction of the Maasai in the
car that spoke most powerfully of the
program’s prospects: the normally
taciturn warriors in the back seat
talked all at once, at times shouting in
excitement to make themselves heard,
recalling the lions’ behaviour as if they
were debating the characters in a TV
soap opera.
These are our lions, they seemed to
be saying, look how well they’re doing.
Anthony Ham is a Melbourne journalist.
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